We analysed the representations of science and of scientists at Jornal Nacional, the main Brazilian TV news. We carried out content and frames analysis, besides the lexical and semantic analysis of the transcriptions of the science and technology stories. Our results show a narrative that highlights the novelties and the epopee of the scientific advance, mainly in the health field. But to the emotional palette feelings of combat, anxiety and triumph were added. The face of the scientist presented by the TV news is mainly masculine, suggesting a stereotyped role of the male and female scientist: meanwhile men go out to literally explore other worlds, women take care of health and of the body.
Introduction
Television is the most widespread mass communication in Brazil and it is present in 96.9% of 59.4 million Brazilian homes according to the latest National Survey by Household Sampling carried out in 2011 by the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics. Besides entertainment, television is used as an important source of information in general and to inform about science and technology. The most recent national survey about the public perception of science and technology conducted in 2010 by the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation and by the Life Museum showed that 71% of 2016 people interviewed declared that they watch TV programmes on Science and Technology [1] . This mass communication ranked first, being the most frequently chosen source of information. The newspaper ranked second, obtaining 51% of the answers, and the third place was magazines (43%).
A similar trend can be observed in other Latin American countries. According to a survey carried out in 2004 by the Colombian Institute of Development, Science and Technology 'Francisco José Caldas', 76% of the people interviewed declared that they get information about science and technology on television [2] . A research carried out in five Latin American cities (Bogotá, Buenos Aires, Caracas, Santiago de Chile and São Paulo) and presented in 2008 showed that a considerable number of respondents -ranging from 60% in Caracas to 80% in the other cities -reported that they watch documentaries about science, technology and nature on television. 1 In Brazil, the national survey mentioned earlier found that 65% of the respondents declared that they are interested in topics related to science and technology or that there is a demand for scientific content by the Brazilian population.
In this context, television serves as an important mediator in the way the Brazilian population understands and acquires information about science. This finding is even more important in a country where education presents shortcomings, as in the case of Brazil. For a significant portion of the population that has already completed, or abandoned, formal education, television is the main connection with the scientific world. However, most studies aimed at understanding the coverage of science focus more on the contexts of the United States and Europe [3] [4] [5] , especially in the printed media [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Ramalho et al. [11] showed that the Brazilian TV news that has the highest audience during prime time, Jornal Nacional (JN), produced by the broadcaster Globo, considers science and technology (S&T) as some of the most important areas of attention. Although it does not have a specific section for S&T, nor does it have science journalists within its team, 7.3% of its coverage is dedicated to this area. This shows how important the analysis of JN is -the object of study of this paper -considering that it is an important source of information about S&T that reaches millions of people every day.
However, there is a significant gap in the studies carried out on S&T content conveyed by this TV programme, despite its importance. While we were searching the database of the theses and dissertations of Capes -a body of the Ministry of Education that collects the whole Brazilian production -we identified only 15 works on JN, with four dealing with the science coverage. Oliveira [12] analysed three reports of science communication; Andrade [13] examined 124 editions of the programme, corresponding to approximately four months of broadcasting; Ramos [14] and Alberguini [15] dealt with two months of science coverage by this programme. These studies have a rather confined purpose as compared to the present work, which is presented in detail in the following sections.
Methodology
Our study focussed on the TV construction of representations and stories about the functioning and the role of S&T within society, as well as on the role of scientist. We set up analysis tools to visualise not only those aspects of science journalism that are most extensively studied and that rely on facts (the importance attributed to S&T in a specific mass media, the emphasis in international or national research; the use of sources, etc.), but also the narrative processes and emotional frames used. Besides providing a first, general description of the characteristics of an empirical corpus barely explored in Brazil (topics of science journalism on television programmes with high audience), our objective was to address specific questions about the construction and placement of a technical-scientific narrative. What type of adjectives and emotions are used when the theme is scientific or technological? What type of narrative frames are present and associated with what type of images and symbols? Our hypotheses were based on the fact that such narrative elements and emotional connotations are important in order to understand both the functioning of S&T communication and the way it is understood by the audience. Our hypotheses were also based on the fact that the presence of narrative elements, such as risks or benefits, controversies or innovation, or ethical or political aspects, is adjusted in a different way when different aspects of S&T are addressed, or when different stakeholders are involved. We, therefore, aimed to provide information about specific associations with the weight and placement of the topics within the structure of the programme and the images or emotions utilised for different topics and stakeholders involved. In addition, we analysed the characteristics of the presence of female scientists in the field and the gender differences related to different narrative contexts.
The specific corpus of this study was the coverage of science and technology by the TV news Jornal Nacional (JN), broadcast by Rede Globo. 2 Besides having the highest audience ratings among Brazilian TV news available on terrestrial television, in April 2013 it registered an average of 31% of audience and 54% of share (i.e. the percentage of people who are watching the television at a given time as compared to all the TV sets that are switched on during that time) [16] , JN also reaches the largest number of people in the country since it reaches all areas in Brazil where there is electricity, and is also the longest-lasting one, being transmitted without interruption since 1969. According to its chief-editor and journalist, William Bonner, "Jornal Nacional aims to show the most important events that happened in Brazil and in the world on that day in an unbiased, pluralistic, clear and correct way" [17] .
We analysed 12 months (between April 2009 and March 2010). The sample was obtained using the constructed week methodology [18, 19] through which the amount of information to be analysed is considerably decreased, allowing every day of the week to have the same likelihood of being represented in the sample, but the statistic validity of the sample is guaranteed. In our analysis we considered a constructed week by month (from Monday to Saturday): the sample amounts to 12 constructed weeks during the period of a year, which means 72 episodes of JN. This sample is statistically representative of the programming of the whole year observed. For example, the identified percentages that were related to the presence of female scientists, as well as for the other variables measured, would very likely remain the same, if we had analysed the production of the whole year.
Each programme was seen in full, aiming to select scientific topics. In order to define what topics should be included in the sample, the researchers of the Ibero-American Network for Monitoring and Training in Science Journalism created a protocol based on what proposed by Rondelli [20] (for more information about the protocol, please refer to Massarani and Ramalho [21] ). In order to be classified as scientific story and be included in the sample, the news unit should meet at least one of the following requirements: explicitly mention a scientist, researcher, university professor or a an expert in general (provided that they were linked to a scientific institution and commented on issues related to science); mention research institutes or universities; mention scientific data or research findings; mention scientific policy; deal with science communication. Although the last two criteria may lead to include topics that do not necessarily link directly to any research, discovery or investigation, they were included because, on the one hand, the debates on science and technology policy and dissemination of scientific knowledge are an integral part of the construction of the debate on science and technology, on their role in society, on their dissemination and appropriation by society. They are, therefore, key elements to understand the media representations of S&T. On the other hand, they include symbolic elements that are essential to understand the discourse and the framings where S&T are narrated and placed.
The stories that were collected -a total of 77 -were analysed through a triangulation that considered both quantitative and qualitative techniques. With reference to the quantitative analysis, all the stories were codified by at least two codifiers and were estimated through Krippendorf's alpha coefficient (inter-coder reliability). We improved the definitions of the categories which turned out to be ambiguous due to the high rates of conflict between codifiers or we removed them to achieve a protocol where the inter-coder reliability was satisfactory for the most complex variables, and good or excellent for the simplest variables (alpha > 0.8). First, we carried out a content analysis based on a protocol that was developed in the context of the Ibero-American Network for the Monitoring and Training in Science Journalism [21] , which, besides the classic content analysis variables and categories, includes a part of codification of the frames. Similarly, the definition of the frames followed the protocol developed by this Network, having as a starting point the model proposed by Nisbet, Brossard and Kroepsch [22] . Each story may be classified up to three different frames: new research, new technological development, scientific background, the impact of science and technology in society, ethics and morality, political strategy / public policies and regulation, scientific controversy, scientific uncertainty, personalisation and cultural dimension of science (please see table 1 for further details): 3 Along with content analysis, 4 we analysed the transcription of the stories that are made available online to the public by JN. We conducted a semantic and lexical analysis of scientific stories, using the QDA Miner software by Provalis Research, which supports quantitative (content and text), mixed-model and qualitative analysis (Computer Aided Qualitative Data AnalysiS -CAQDAS) [23] .
In particular, we used the semantic categorisation of the software, on the one hand, to identify emotional aspects associated with the narrative of S&T, but on the other hand we used two methods to group both the most frequent words in the texts and the content analysis variables we had identified: the hierarchical clustering and the multi-dimensional Focus on the stock prices, the growth in a certain industry or company that is related to scientific investigation or its product, investors' reaction, its product development for the market, its national economy implications, global competitiveness.
scaling. These methods allow one to identify what elements tend to occur jointly in the same story, or in the same paragraph of a story. The algorithm of multidimensional scaling calculates the proximity of words or codes that occur in the analysed stories and allows one to view the result in the form of a conceptual map. Each point of the map represents an item (a word or an analysis code) and the closeness between the items represents the probability for them to occur together in the same story, paragraph or sentence. The hierarchical clustering allows one to complete this information through and algorithm that, instead of focussing on the distance of a word to the others, identifies whole clusters of words or codes which tend to occur together.
Results and discussion

Novelty and progress: the narrative of S&T optimism
Thanks to the stories categorisation based on narrative frames, our protocol of content analysis allowed us to identify some aspects of the construction of the journalistic discourse and the style used. The finding points to a narrative that seems to highlight, within the S&T discourse, the aspects related to progress novelty and epopee. A considerable amount of stories that are focussed on the scientific and technological novelty and on the social impact of the progress are predominantly described as positive. These are well known aspects which we also discussed using more vast historic documents [24] .
The analysed stories most frequently focussed on: "new research" (57% of the texts analysed), "impact of S&T" (26% of the stories) and "scientific background" (25%). Less than 20% of the stories focussed on the remaining elements. Besides novelty, the S&T discourse on JN seems to be linked to progress and the impact of S&T, a generally positive and optimistic narrative. In total, 30% of the stories mention some tangible benefit of S&T and 25% report some promise (i.e. a potential or future benefit). Only 8% of the stories mention some tangible disadvantage and just 6% explicitly report potential risks or disadvantage. Two thirds (66%) of the stories present the news within some context. However, a central aspect of the context and of the functioning of science, a critical discussion and a sceptical view of the hypothesis, results and theories, which are fundamental in the construction of scientific knowledge, are hardly present. Only six stories (8% of the total) mention the existence of some controversy, and all the controversies mentioned refer to medicine or environment. The collision between different researchers, different interpretations or models -frequent in all scientific fields -is therefore hardly visible.
One of the categories in our analysis protocol allows one to identify if the reports include recommendations aimed at the audiences (for example, how to decrease the risk of contracting the flu, healthy food, etc.). We observed recommendations in 19% of S&T stories. As expected, the only areas of knowledge where there is a significant amount of recommendations were that of medicine and health (29% of the stories with this topic included some type of recommendation) and biology (22%). Less predictable was the finding that there is a significant association between the existence of recommendations and the location of the subject in the TV news: 80% of stories containing recommendations to the viewer are present in the first part of the JN, where the stories that are considered as the most important are inserted by the newscast. In contrast, only 34% of the stories that do not contain recommendations belong to the same block (which may indicate the editorial choice to give some attention to such matters; chi-squared test, p < 0.01). Another factor that seems to affect the importance of the news (and its placement in the JN) is the existence of social, political, technical or scientific controversies. Eight percent of the S&T stories included such controversies, 87% of which are announced at the opening of JN, as opposed to 42% of the stories that do not present controversies.
Obviously, the duration of the stories tends to be considerably longer when the news report presents interviews with scientists, when the piece of news is conceptualised or the stories focus on scientific antecedents of a theory, discovery or invention. 5 In our view, it seems to be an interesting finding that in our sample the focus on "scientific background" tends to be separated from the focus on "new research". This may indicate that there is a certain stylistic aspect in S&T journalism during JN. In other words, when a new report focuses on an investigation, the story hardly dedicates a considerable amount of time to antecedents. Only 7% of the news reports whose narrative is based on the novelty of a research also focuses on scientific background, as opposed to 48% of the remaining stories (i.e. those that do not focus on "new research" (significant chisquared test, with p< 0.001; all the following probabilities refer to the significance of the chi-squared test for the crossing between two qualitative variables). We interpreted these findings as a confirmation of our hypothesis based on an aesthetics and narrative structure in the analysed stories that enlighten S&T mainly through images of novelty, marvel, news that, like pearls or bright flames, build the bricks in the narrative, epic, progress. The process of production and questioning of knowledge is less emphasised: previous theories were discarded, old ideas are now restored in the light of new findings and discussions, and the explanation of historical and social aspects of scientific and technical progress. When the focus is on the novelty of the research, the narrative tends to "forget" that innovation comes from the past, arising from a context and not just from a sudden enlightenment. In short, the "novelty" -the central criterion of newsworthiness in journalism in general, and with even greater emphasis in science journalism [25] -, seems to play a predominant role in the story with regards to the science coverage by JN.
The use of visual aids is also a signal of the aesthetics and narrative produced by JN. First, animations are more frequent in content whose narrative revolves around new technological developments. In total, 67% of the stories that focus on new technological development include animations, as opposed to 23% of others (significant with p< 0.01). In addition, 47% of the stories that mention potential benefits of S&T include animations, as opposed to 22% of the others (p< 0.05).
Among the stories lasting longer than 1m50s, more than 90% include a context, against 29% of the others with shorter duration (the average duration of the selected stories was 2m09s, with 1m31s of standard deviation, with the shortest story lasting 15s and the longest one lasting 7m40s). As expected, the time that can be dedicated to a news report is a determining factor for the journalist to be able to deepen the topic including a detailed contextualisation. However, it is worth highlighting that editors of JN seem to regularly pay attention to the contextualisation of the news, as also in stories lasting less than 2 minutes a context occurs rather frequently. Figure 1 . Words that were used more in the analysed stories, in descending order. Pronouns, adverbs, articles and common nouns of the Portuguese language were removed from the list, leaving only the words associated with S&T. The order in which these words are displayed refers to the number of times they were used, whereas the size refers to the number of stories in which each word was used. For example, "cancer", "water" and "researchers" (the first ones in the list) are the most repeated words (they were used 51, 46 and 44 times respectively). "Researchers", "research" and "university" (bigger size) occurred in the largest number of stories (in 31, 27 and 27 stories respectively).
War, anxiety, triumph: the emotional nuances of the techno-scientific discourse
The content analysis of transcriptions using the QDA Miner software gave interesting results. Again, it is possible to notice how much emphasis was given to health. Among the most frequently used words that are associated with S&T in the analysed stories, some have a major emphasis: "cancer", "health", "test", "life", "flu", "disease", "doctors", "vaccine", "cells", "treatment", "doctor", "patients", etc. (figure 1). "Health" is also a word that, besides being used several times, is among those that occur in the largest number of different stories (25% of the stories).
Through the QDA Miner software one can also analyse the occurrence of terms with semantic connotations of emotional type. This is done on the basis of the categorisation of the Portuguese dictionary based on psychological and cognitive features [26] , which allows one to group and work on groups of words or expressions as if they belonged to the same analysis category (in our case, basic emotions such as anxiety, sadness, love, aggression, etc.; see figure 2 ).
The emotional connotations that are most frequently used in the science coverage by JN are associated with the categories of "aggression" and "anxiety". Terms that belong to the semantic field of war, aggression, competition or fight are particularly frequent. This is due to different factors. On the one hand, the scientific discourse, as for the political discourse (both largely present in the stories about S&T), often use military, sport or competition metaphors: "the fight against" diseases; there are "wars" against cancer that need to be "won"; bacteria must be "attacked" or "invade" our body, etc. The results are illustrated below with some examples:
[Case #16] Instead of growing the virus in eggs like in the traditional process, the laboratory has succeeded in the cell growth. The active influenza viruses are put in contact with the healthy cells. They invade the cell nucleus and multiply, to spread the infection.
[Case #30] Scientists and environment experts from all over the world are discussing ideas to fight against global warming.
[Case #44] The battle of scientists is to prevent the dengue mosquito from becoming resistant to the 5 types of poison used to fight against it.
[Case #60] . . . The coin-sized disk attracts immune system cells. After being activated by proteins, the cells organise themselves and get ready to learn to attack the cancer.
. . . The proteins attracted these cells, which were activated by chemical signals, and started to counter-attack the enemy: the cancer cells.
[Case #66] They created a nanoparticle, a molecule able to identify the cells that threaten to block the arteries.
[Case #74] The American first lady, Michelle Obama, engaged in the fight against childhood obesity.
Secondly, a considerable amount of stories deals with environmental topics, frequently using terms such as "degradation", "destruction" etc.:
[Case #30] A battallion of friends against the degradation of an environmental park in the metropolitan region of Belo Horizonte. They planted the seedlings. And now, during the drought, they bring water from far away to water the future forest.
[Case #85] At this point, the destruction of the forest has reached an irreversible cycle, the research lead, Richard Betts, has stated.
In addition, the scientific debate is marked by a critical -and self-critical -ethos of distrust, caution, checking, testing and refutation of the hypothesis, which Robert K. Merton [27] , 6 while identifying the ethos of science, named "organised scepticism". This is visible in stories that deal with scientific controversies or science methods and processes:
[Case #54] William: Doctor, the president of the Brazilian Society of Breast Unit, Dr. Ricardo Chagas, raised some critical observations regarding these recommendations which, let's say, have been reinforced today in the US.
[Case #84] A mistake. Genetics is not the only cause of the disease. Indeed, 90% of cancer cases are related to other risk factors.
Science journalism pays attention to and emphasises aspects (also typical of the Hollywood iconography) of scientific research as a potential source of risks or dangers. The visual and verbal description of the laboratories frequently pays attention to protection and safety equipment (gloves, coats and masks, etc.), whose semantic connotation is present in the field of threat:
[Case #5] Dr. David Uip: There are two masks. The one we saw in the news report, a relatively protective, yet important, mask and a mask that we use in hospitals, which is a protective duck shape nozzle mask that is competent and long-lasting.
The cases in which the story deals with social and human sciences are mostly associated with news about social problems, especially those related to violence and crime. In these news reports the occurrence of terms such as "murder", "murdered", "invasion", etc. is frequent. The dimension of anxiety also occurs rather frequently. Reports and research works can bring "alarming", "worrying" results, etc.:
Beware the consumption of raw egg. Prefer well cooked eggs and store them in the fridge, as this is better for your health", reported Maria Cecília Britto, director of the Food Area at Anvisa.
[Case #38] Climate change made news in Jornal Nacional. "The planet earth is in danger", warned Bonner. "The average temperature is rising worldwide", reported Fátima.
[Case #52] The risk is becoming increasingly higher every day in the country where obesity is now a national concern.
An important part of the news about health is dedicated to epidemics (dengue, influenza, etc.), the fear they generate, chronic diseases (Parkinson, Alzheimer, diabetes) or diseases whose cure has not been found yet:
[Case #5] William Bonner: Doctor, there is a lot of frightened people. This often happens when a disease like this arises. People are worried, they think they will die if they catch this flu. Do you have a mortality rate, or a percentage of people who will die when they contract this disease?
[Case #87] Next Saturday (25) a national campaign for the flu vaccination will start, yet lots of people are scared of the vaccine.
In addition, many studies, either in the biomedical, social or technological context, refer to an epidemiological aspect of calculation of probabilities and risk factors. They are, therefore, described as terms associated with risk, fear, etc:
[Case #53] Seven years ago, this same group argued that the mammography needed to be done every year after the age of 40. The argument that is used now is that this test can scare more than help, diagnosing cancers that do not need to be treated and would never cause death.
In the field of social sciences, economic matters are often linked to a crisis, unemployment, a rise in inflation, etc., while news reports about social or socio-environmental problems often highlight the dimension of hazard.
Less frequent, though still relevant in the construction of the discourse about S&T in the analysed texts, are the dimensions that refer to the emotional connotations of "triumph". If S&T are often associated with battles and fights, concerns and dangers, they are also reported as representing the necessary force to succeed. Metaphors of victory are, therefore, frequent in the texts analysed, even more than in the sample that covered the period of the anniversary of the landing of the man on the moon, a fact that was reported with epic tones:
[Case #25] 40 years ago, millions of people followed the outcome of one of the greatest adventures in humankind: leaving the planet Earth. [Case #38] Meteorologist Viviane always dreamed of being an astronaut, so in 2006 she was excited: "It was a source of pride for everyone to see a Brazilian going into space" she said.
[Case #47] The American Space Agency celebrated the success of the mission that bombarded the lunar soil. A rocket and a satellite crashed into the moon Friday morning. The image was sort of disappointing. But NASA scientists applauded the result.
A second type of analysis confirms our findings. The QDA Miner uses two methods [28] to identify and group words used in texts, or codes of content analysis which tend to be found together in the same unit of analysis (subject, paragraph or sentence). As mentioned in the methodology, these are the hierarchical clustering and multidimensional scaling. The two algorithms allow one to produce conceptual maps and tree graphs, which we used in the analyses below.
In the conceptual map, we represent each item (i.e. a word, or a code of analysis) with a bubble whose size is proportional to the number of times a word (or a category of analysis) is repeated in the analyzed corpus. The distance between the bubbles represents the probability that such items have to be together in the same content, paragraph or sentence: two items that appear near in the map, often occur together in the units analyzed. Furthermore, the algorithm of hierarchical clustering allows us to mark with the same Conceptual map of the most used words and most frequent emotional connotations. The items that are not distant have more probability of appearing in the same paragraph of a text. The items in the same colour belong to a cluster of words or categories that tend to appear in the same paragraph (the graph shows only words and categories that were repeated at least 30 times in the whole corpus analysed). color groups of words or codes that tend to appear together with higher frequency, as well as build a dendrogram that shows the hierarchical structure of such groups (such as the association between a group and other).
Based on these tools, we found that, on the one hand, in an entire text the emotions of anxiety, aggression and triumph are often associated with each other (have high proximity, i.e. high probability to occur together). On the other hand, when we analyzed the cooccurrence within a single paragraph, although aggression and anxiety continue to have good proximity (they are located at a short distance in the conceptual map), aggression is more frequently associated with the more common terms used in the reports of S&T in general (research, researcher, university, etc.). Anxiety is often present in paragraphs that mention risks or, in general, are related to the semantic field of the body and health (belong to the same group as the words cell, flu, vaccine, etc.). The terms most associated with words connoting "triumph" are, as we also saw earlier, linked to aspects of achievement, progress, epic, typical of the discourse of the disclosure of science communication [24] . In our sample such terms turned out to be particularly frequent, due to the presence of texts about the anniversary of the first mission of man on the moon ( figure 3) .
We also applied the same type of analysis to the codes of our content analysis protocol, to see what frameworks, topics, or type of players tend to appear together in the same text. On the basis on the hierarchical clustering analysis, some associations emerged between the analysis codes. The result of this type of analysis is presented in the form of a tree graph, or dendogram, whereby the vertical axis is made of the analysed codes, whereas the horizontal axis represents the clusters that appear to be more strongly linked. The degree of association is displayed from left to right: codes that are more strongly interconnected are linked closer to the left side of the graph. Figure 4 shows the results: biomedicine is the subject area that, in the texts of JN, is more frequently associated with the description of research "methods and processes" and to the "explication of technical terms". In turn, the focus on "new technologies" tends to be associated with the discussion about "promises and benefits", and more rarely to risks and dangers, thus confirming our hypothesis of a narrative that is optimistic and focussed on progress.
The masculine face of science
The analysis of the stories collected also highlights some differences in the way scientists are represented, from a gender perspective. Firstly, in the stories covered by JN, male scientists are interviewed more frequently than women. Indeed, 33% of the stories analysed include interviews with male scientists, against 20% of the stories where female scientists are interviewed. The transcriptions of the news reports were marked where a man or a female scientist are mentioned or make declarations. As a result, besides the fact that male scientists appear more often, the amount of time dedicated to them or to their declarations tends to be almost as twice as long as the time dedicated to women (see figure 5) . In addition to this, when the scientist being interviewed is a foreigner, very often they are a man (95% of the cases), whereas the percentage of women interviewed has increased to 32% if the scientist is Brazilian (p< 0.005).
The narrative focus and the type of content also affect the probability of having a female scientist in the news report. When the narrative focus available in the news report is the story of a new research, there are fewer chances that the scientist interviewed is a woman: there are women in 11% of the stories with this focus, against 30% of the others (p< 0.05). It is just a signal, which may be investigated with a larger corpus and through a discourse and image analysis. However, it might be related to the gender stereotype according to which creativity, ambition or bold and innovative attitudes are features more closely related to the semantic field of masculinity.
In addition to this, female scientists appear more often in the texts that mention the benefits of S&T (35%, against 13% of the other). However, in our sample they were never interviewed in the selected stories that mention some kind of risk associated with S&T. This is another signal which requires thorough investigation and may point to a hypothesis of a gender bias when the expert is asked to comment on S&T implications, as it is well documented that in the literature of gender studies there are predominant social perceptions considering men's mind as more tangible, objective and critical and women's mind as the pole of corporeality, emotion and subjectivity. In our constructed week we isolated the excerpts of the news reports in which a female scientist is presented and her speech is reported or broadcast on a video. In our constructed week, the words most often used were "flu", "health" and "female teacher".
In the excerpts that refer to the speech of male scientists the words with most frequent occurrence were "professor", "university", "person", "cancer" and "Brazil". In both cases, the speeches refer to the academic and biomedical environment, which is an obvious consequence of the major importance that the biomedical fields have in science journalism.
Besides identifying the context in which female scientists are interviewed in the news reports, we also investigated all the excerpts -regardless whether they were linked to scientists or not -in which the terms "woman", "man", "men", "human" etc.
The words "woman" and "women" occur often in the news reports (33 times in total, distributed in 18 different texts). In turn, "man" and "men" occur just 22 times in 11 texts. It is interesting to check the connection between these words and the topics they are associated with. We carried out a cluster analysis that allowed us to detect how the most frequently used words in the texts of JN are interconnected. The words "man" and "men" are more likely to appear in texts where there are also words such as "moon", "robots", "astronaut", "Earth", "life", "scientific", etc. (see figure 6 ). This is certainly to be attributed to the fact that in our corpus the story of the "man to the moon" has considerable importance. Similarly, the word "human" tends to be used in texts where the words "robots", "cells", "moon", "science" occur. On the contrary, in our sample, and within the same news report, the terms "woman/women" were more frequently associated with "health", "cancer", "disease", "breast", "mammography", "test", "body", etc. The same result can be visualised through the conceptual map ( figure 7) .
When the same analysis is carried out searching for associations of words not just in the same text, but that are located in the same paragraph of a text, the result is similar. For example, "women" belongs to the "health" cluster, which is not the same cluster of "researchers" (figure 8). Figure 8 . Map of clusters: groups of words which tend to be associated with each other in the same paragraph of a text. The colour of the dots refers to words that belong to the same cluster (i.e. terms that tend to be more frequently located close to each other in the same paragraph of a text).
Final thoughts
In this work, we analysed the yearly coverage of S&T issues by the TV news programme with highest audience in Brazil. We noticed the presence of a narrative about S&T that highlights aspects such as the novelty and the epopee of progress and emphasises reports dedicated to the health and medicine fields, thus corroborating the results observed by Ramalho et al. [11] , who also partcipates in our research group.
Yet, the tools used in this study -through the analysis of the transcription of the texts using the QDA Miner software -gave additional and interesting information. The emotional range of nuances was enriched by feelings of fight, anxiety and triumph, visible in the occurrences of terms with semantic connotations of emotional type. The scientific discourse often uses military, sports or competition metaphors. Besides, we observed that the scientific debate, although it was hardly dealt with in the sample (just 8% of the texts), is deeply marked by a critical ethos of distrust, caution, checking, testing and refutation of the hypothesis.
The work carried out by Ramalho et al. [11] identified, through content analysis, a more frequently positive tone in the texts, emphasising the positive aspects of science and a decreased presence of its potential risks. Without jeopardising the significance of the previous study, our work has led to a more detailed observation, identifying not only a general, optimistic discourse about S&T, but also the nuances and facets of its narrative, which is associated with the idea of innovation and progress, the idea of war (against diseases, social problems, etc.) and the potential controversies or risks of innovation.
In particular, if considered together with the war metaphors, the dimensions which connote emotions related to "triumph" are relevant to the construction of the discourse about S&T. If S&T are frequently associated with battles and fights, concerns and dangers, they are also reported as the force that is necessary to successfully win these battles, with metaphors of victory observed in the analysed texts.
Another finding that emerged in our study is the fact that the face presented by the TV news is predominantly masculine. This data is in contrast to the scientific Brazilian community: according to the census conducted by the National Council for Scientific and Technological Development (CNPq) in 2010, the number of female scientists was equal to the number of male scientists in the country [29] . Besides the fact that male scientist appear more frequently in JN, the space dedicated to them or their declarations tends to be as double as that dedicated to female scientists.
Furthermore, we also noticed an important distinction between the words related to gender: whereas the terms "man" and "men" have more chances to occur in texts where the words "moon", "robots", "astronaut", "Earth", "life" and "scientific" appear, in the same news report the terms "woman" and "women" were more frequently associated with "health", "cancer", "disease", "breast", "mammography", "test" and "body". These findings suggest a stereotyped role for men and women in society: whereas men go out to literally explore other worlds, women look after their health and body.
This study showed that additional methodological tools give important information that help one deepen the analysis of the representation of science in the media environment. In the next study, it will be important to use these tools to analyse other TV programmes, which we intend to do next.
